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We are pleased to announce...
a transformative agreement with Cambridge University Press
(CUP) that affords Vanderbilt University authors the
opportunity to publish their works Open Access (OA) without
paying article processing charges (APCs) in over 50
Cambridge OA journals. This agreement will also increase
access by including all current Cambridge journals for the Vanderbilt community.
OA journals have been proven to expand access to research for scholars around the world,
enhancing both discoverability and citation counts. However, many OA journals require APCs,
which prove to be a barrier to many authors. The APC savings to our faculty members, labs,
and departments across campus is estimated to be over $70,000 annually.
Authors who wish to submit their work to an OA journal published by CUP must use their
@vanderbilt.edu email address to qualify for a waiver of Open Access APCs. Additional details
are available. If you still have questions, please consult your liaison librarian.

Buchanan Library Fellows
Do you have a research topic that would be enriched by library
resources? Are you interested in exploring ways to build
experiential learning into your instruction? The Buchanan
Library Fellowship may be a way to address your goals. The
program is designed to introduce undergraduates to library
resources and technology through semester-long projects
which may lead to a physical or online exhibition or other digital project. Students work with
faculty and library staff and receive $1000 for their participation. Immersion connections
welcome! For more information, contact Celia Walker.

HathiTrust ETAS Program
Library directors and collections specialists from all campus
libraries agreed to continue HathiTrust’s Emergency
Temporary Access Service (ETAS) through the spring
semester. ETAS is an emergency service allowing member
institutions access to copyrighted material if they own a print
version of the work. Through ETAS, 1.9 million items in our print collection are now available
digitally, 18% of which are in copyright.
Though not ideal, the rationale for the decision is the same as when we chose to enroll in ETAS
in the spring of 2020: To maintain access to the scholarly record for patrons studying,
researching, or teaching, remotely or otherwise unable to visit campus during the COVID-19
pandemic.
Overall, the response to ETAS has been positive. Vanderbilt averaged about 50 “check outs” a
day in the fall 2020 semester, and in total, Vanderbilt community has accessed over 4,400
unique titles since first enrolling in the service. The list includes books that are typically on print
reserve and necessary for classwork and are not otherwise available electronically. We
understand, however that restrictions on check-out and viewing are not user-friendly for all
materials (musical scores, for example) and we have developed a scanning system to help
with these issues.

Collections & Acquisitions
Library Collections Faculty Discussion Series
Acquiring library resources for scholarship and teaching is a
complicated process that strikes a balance between access
and ownership. We seek creative solutions, focus on broad
and deep access to information, resources and open
scholarship. Through this series of discussions faculty can
learn more about about key library collection development
issues that impact research and study at Vanderbilt. This will become a recorderd resource
when the live sessions end in March.

The History of Medicine Collections
recently digitized an obstetrical case book kept by 19th-century
physician James L. Thompson of Hartsville, Tennessee. The
manuscript details more than 300 births attended by Dr.
Thompson from 1844-1855, including the children of over 100
enslaved women, details of other surgical procedures, and medical school notes and essays
dating from the 1820s. Dr. Thompson’s case book will be of interest to those researching or
teaching the history of medical education, pre-Civil War health care in Tennessee, or enslaved
African American women. Case details include dates, names (of the woman, husband, or
enslaver), the sex of the child, any complications of the delivery, and the phase of the moon.
The digital version of the case book is available at JSTOR.

Distinctive Collections
The pre-2002 papers of retired Sen. Lamar Alexander have
been opened for research. (Politics)
The Charles Bissell Collection has been partially processed,
showcasing 2800+ cartoons from the 1940s-1970s published
in The Tennessean. (Journalism, Politics)
The Mary Bang Connell Collection has been partially
processed and contains 2 flat boxes of original sheet music
from 1840-1910. (Music)
Three letterbooks from Chancellor Garland, dated 1874-1895, were “rediscovered” and added
to the finding aid

Digital Scholarship
DiSC Education and Training
The Digital Scholarship and Communications (DiSC) office offers a wide range of live and
asynchronous learning opportunities each semester. Are you interested in getting started with
programming languages like Python or R? Learning techniques for identifying and exploring
patterns across millions of documents? Tackling projects with geospatial data and
visualization? Join one of our Spring trainings, or contact us at disc@vanderbilt.edu.

Teaching & Learning
Embedded Librarians
Do you have a research specialist embedded in your class?
Embedding a subject librarian in Brightspace provides
consistent and personalized research assistance for your
students. Librarians can be added as partners in curricular and
assignment development, in assessment of student learning, to provide on-site office
hours, and more.

Wiki–
Why not have your students help to improve Wikipedia with
knowledge they learn in their coursework? They’ll appreciate
writing for a world-wide audience and gaining communication
skills by navigating the encyclopedia back-end. They'll learn
about other Wikimedia projects like Wiki Data and Wiki
Commons. If you’re curious about how editing Wikipedia
improves digitalm literacy, join one of our spring events or
contact Mary Anne Caton.

Success Tips to Share with Students
Our librarians are here and glad to help your students learn
tools and skills to approach their assignments strategically.
Meet your Personal Librarian.
Every student has a personal librarian. Please encourage your
students to Make an appointment to meet via zoom, phone, or
email.
Research Smarter. Use tools such as LibKey Nomad and
Zotero.
Brush Up on Research & Writing Skills. Attend a Research Productivity Workshop, or get
help from the VU Writing Studio and Tutoring Services.
Take Breaks. Find a quiet corner in one of the libraries, check out the leisure reading and
viewing collections, and utilize resources offered by the Center for Student Wellbeing.
Keep a Critical Eye out for Misinformation. Learn to fact-check and evaluate sources when
sifting through the vast amount of information out there.
Just Ask! Reach out to a librarian, or get more information on student services and resources.

Thanks for reading! We hope you find this information useful. Please send comments, questions
and suggestions to ace@vanderbilt.edu.
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